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Android 10 update for vivo v11 pro
New updates are added on August 25, 2020: Vivo V11 Pro Android 10 FuntouchOS 10 update is still under grayscale testing for users. In particular, grayscale testing means it is available to a limited number of users. However, this also suggests that the stable update will strike anytime from now on. New updates are added on August 12, 2020: Finally, the Vivo V11 Pro Android 10 FuntouchOS 10 update is
now running for all users. The information was confirmed by Vivo V11 Pro users on Twitter. The update is arriving through OTA with version number v8.7.1 and weighs around 3.29 GB in size. So we would advise users to download the update over a stable WiFi connection. New updates are added on August 4, 2020: For those waiting for the Android 10 FuntouchOS 10 update on the Vivo V11 Pro model,
we have some good news for you. According to a tweet posted by vivo India on twitter, the Android 10 update is in development, and users will have to wait some more while before it starts running. However, there is no exact date or ETA mentioned in the tweet that will tell us that when the update will be pushed for the phone. For more information, you can go here. New updates are added on July 18,
2020: After receiving the Funtouch OS 10 update based on Android 9 Pie, users' attention has now moved to the Android 10 update. It has been said quite often that the update will arrive shortly, but the current scene does not reason with it. Fortunately, according to a comment by Vivo in his facebook fan group, the Android 10 test for Vivo V11 Pro can start somewhere in August or early September. For
those who do not know, grayscale tests are performed if the update is pushed to a small number of users and after receiving feedback that the update has no problems, it is made available to the masses. Here is what the comment says: Thanks for your support. We will start the grayscale test of Android 10 for the V11 Pro in late August or early September if there is no accident. There are still some tests
not finished yet because of COVID-19. I hope you understand. (Source) New updates are added on June 9, 2020: While the Vivo X21 model, which is the Chinese equivalent of Vivo V11 (v11 Pro) units, received the Android 9 Pie Funtouch OS 10 update, users around the world were curious enough to know when the update will be on their devices. While, as good news from Vivo customer service, they
have limited that the Android 10 update (Funtouch OS 10) will soon hit Vivo V11 Pro units as soon as the device is in their Android Q update plans. You can check the tweet here. More so, it looks like this will be the last update of the Android operating system that it will receive because the device will receive Android 10 as the second update of the operating system. New updates are added on June 5,
2020: While Vivo V11 Pro users are waiting for Android 10 update to hit their devices, Chinese OEM now has pushing the Funtouch OS 10 update. What is more interesting is that the update is based on Android 9 Pie which means that users of Vivo V11 Pro may have to wait a little longer until they can get their hands on the Android 10 operating system. In particular, the update is currently live for users in
China and for the Vivo X21S model, which is known as Vivo V11 Pro in India. As far as Android 10 is concerned, the update is yet to roll over for the phone and once it is received it would be the last update of the Android operating system that the phone will be getting. New updates are added on May 16, 2020: According to information shared by one of Twitter users, the Android 10 update for Vivo V11 Pro
is scheduled to run somewhere in August 2020. We don't know if the information is official or not because Vivo made an announcement about the same thing. So well, we recommend our readers to take this information about updating Android 10 (Funtouch OS 10) for Vivo V11 Pro with a pinch of salt. Here's what it says on twitter: And on July 1 vivo v15, v15 pro and in July 2019 models of the Y series and
in August v11, v11 pro. Other devices will be delayed, even if they are eligible devices will be in October. And after android 11. — MASTER BHARATH.
(@BharatB54887368) 15 May 2020 Vivo is not the smartphone manufacturer you are looking for quick and timely updates on your phone. The company seems so busy building new technologies and smartphones that it has literally forgotten that timely
updates are one of the most important factors in supporting the current smartphone market. And what could sound rather amusing and irresponsible from a smartphone manufacturer so large in China that, according to recent official tweets, Vivo has completely ruled out that the Vivo V11 Pro smartphone will be updated with the Android 10 update (Funtouch OS 10)? Responding to a user's query, Vivo said
Vivo V11 Pro is operating fairly stable in the current Android version, and the company has not yet planned to update the device yet. Interestingly, the device that nudes that will be called Vivo X21s in China is already scheduled to receive the update Funtouch OS 10 (Android 10) in June, back in the country of origin. But, this response came from Vivo Romania, almost put the Android 10 update plans
(Funtouch OS 10) for Vivo V11 Pro, in the back. Now it will be interesting to see, what reaction the users of the Vivo V11 Pro are coming after such a statement by vivo India's official on Twitter. We evaluate your requirements and are grateful for that. Vivo V11Pro phone is much more stable with the current Android version, so for now, so we are not going to update it yet. However, in order to ensure the
best experience, we will continue to update the Funtouch OS version as always. — Vivo India (@Vivo_India) April 24, 2020 Recall that Vivo V11 Pro was released in 2018 and comes with Android Oreo out of the box and got one Android OS update in the form of Android 10. Which means that this Android 10 (Funtouch OS 10) would have been the second and last update of the device's operating system.
But the above statement has, for the moment, we can not say for sure that the device will not receive the update, so I mentioned above its Chinese counterpart is scheduled for the update in June. We will keep you informed if there are further developments in this regard. Vivo is a Chinese smartphone manufacturer that serves as an independent brand under BBK Electronics, which also owns OnePlus and
Oppo. Vivo has modified almost every aspect of a device can be the processor or camera or display and literally has only one option to choose from. Vivo offers smartphones with standard and rather unusual form factor, with a single front and dual rear camera, while there are plenty of smartphones with triple rear modules. Vivo also offers dual-screen smartphones to a truly full-screen screen, thanks to the
motorized pop-up camera module to a unique top module that stands out when needed and much more. Vivo is a hot stuff when it comes to Android 10 because it has listed not one, but three phones for the beta program where all three phones have already received beta versions of the future Android 10. Google officially launched Android 10 on September 3, which means that the stable update will be
released soon, although the timeline is still unclear &amp; will only be discovered when Vivo makes it official. Android 10 was known earlier as Andridi Q where I didn't know what Q was because there were plenty of options for desserts that start with the letter Q, such as Quirks, Quince, Queen Pudding, Quindim, Qottab, Quesito, Surabaya, or could be called Queijadinha, among others. However, Google
has officially declared the new operating system as Android 10, and the numbering system is here to stay and will grow every year. Android 10 brings a number of features, it would, would it support future 5G networks while a dark system-wide mode will allow users to simply dim the light and app use smoothly. Android 10 Smart Reply Features: You may have seen this feature on Gmail or a few Google
apps, but it's not available for all messaging apps. Based on the context of the received message or email, Smart Reply uses INTELIGENCE to predict responses. It also added an action button, so if you receive a YouTube location or video link, you can simply check a click on a button. Navigation gesture: Unlike previous Android operating systems, where on-screen buttons or even thick sliders would allow
navigation from apps to the main screen or from App to another, Android 10 adds a gesture navigation system that requires users to simply pull the edges of the screen to go forward and gently drag up to the main screen and, finally, swipe up to view all the apps. Dark Theme: Dark system-wide theme or Dark Mode adds to the already competent arsenal of features that Android 10 brings It works on all
Google apps as well as many third-party apps and eases stress &amp; pressure on the eyes while releasing battery from excess work. Google is implementing several third-party apps to adopt Dark More in the coming days. Location controls: With the latest Android 10 in action, users will have more control over their location-based data than ever before. You can either grant all or decline, or only give it
access when that app is used this way, now you have more control over apps that require location data. Mainline Project: Android devices started receiving security updates much faster than earlier. With the Mainline Project on track with Android 10, Google will push crucial bug fixes and security updates every month through the Google Play Store, which is certainly faster than receiving updates through
OTA. Focus mode: Is an extended feature in the Google Digital WellBeing app. The feature allows users to defer all those distracting apps so that there are no more notifications displayed when you add an app to the list. You can remove apps at any time by disconnecting Focus Mode when you're done. Live Caption: It's literally what it means. Live Caption adds captions to any videos, podcasts and even
audio messages from your Android 10 smartphone enabled right there. Subtitles are real-time and seamlessly integrated to support a lot of apps and functionality. Family Link: The out-of-the-box Family Link feature allows you to set up the basic rules for children who go online. As a parent, you can control the screen time limit, manage apps, and view activity and location with other details, all with the touch
of a button on the screen. Vivo U20 Update from November 17: Looks like Vivo U20 probably won't have upgrade to Android 11. This comes from Vivo India's Twitter handle where a representative responded to a user query that the current Android version is much more stable and that the company will continue updating the software version ahead for a better experience. [Source] Vivo Y30 Vivo Y30 has a
6.51-inch IPS display with a resolution of 720×1600 pixels. The device has a Snapdragon 460 SoC with 8GB RAM along with 5000 mAh battery, 18W onboard charging technology and a 13+2+2MP camera at the back and an 8MP selfie shooter. The device arrives with Android 10-based FuntouchOS 10.5 out-of-the-box. It's about a Vivo Y20 rebranded in India. Vivo Y3s Is rebranded as Vivo Y17 in India.
The Chinese counterpart Vivo Y3s has a 6.35-inch IPS LCD panel with 4GB RAM, 5000 mAh battery and octa-core Helio P35 processor under the hood. The phone has a 13+8+2MP photo at the back, while the front manages to take out an 8MP selfie camera. The phone comes with Android 10-based FuntouchOS 10.5 out-of-the-box. Vivo Y51 (2020) Vivo Y51 (2020) is an upgrade to the 2015 phone of the
same name. The phone brings a giant FHD+ panel of 6.38 with Snapdragon 665 SoC under the hood, along with 4GB+128GB of storage configuration. The device has a 48MP quad-camera camera, along with the 16MP front camera. It runs on Android 10-based Funtouch OS 10. Vivo X27 256GB Vivo X27 256GB is among 21 smartphones that received Android 10 betas at the time of 258. The device runs
on Snapdragon 710 SoC with 8GB RAM and 256GB of storage space and features an amazing front pop-up camera module, along with triple rear camera setup. The device has already received the beta update, and the stable version on Vivo X27 (all variants) has also arrived. Status: Recieved Android 10-based Funtouch OS 10 Vivo NEX S Vivo NEX S sport an ultra fullview truly notch-free Display thanks
to its pop-up module, which brings both the front and rear cameras into a motorized pop-up module. The device has a Snapdragon 845 octa-core SoC coupled with 8GB RAM and 256GB internal storage space (variant that supports Android 10 beta). The stable version of the Funtouch 10 Operating System based on Android 10 has already reached users Vivo NEX S. Status: Android 10 based on Android
10 based on Funtouch OS 10 Vivo NEX A Following the costume, Vivo NEX A is also a frameless smartphone with a screen-to-body ratio of 91.24%. It offers SDM710 SoC paired with 6GB RAM and 128GB of internal storage and features a single front and dual rear cameras housed in a motorized pop-up module. It is one of the 21 devices that received the beta update for Android 10, so you can try now if
you have a Vivo NEX A. You need to upgrade to the software version number PD1806_A_7.8.2 to 3.71GB to upgrade to Android 10-based Funtouch OS 10. Status: Received update Vivo NEX 3 5G Vivo NEX 3 5G received Android 10-based FuntouchOS 10 although users will have to wait until intercept the update or all users might already have the update. Update of April 16: Vivo NEX 3 5G received
Android 10 based on FuntouchOS 10, although users will have to wait until intercept the update or all users might already have the update. Here's a list of separate smartphones based on the year they released, which is one of the clues that help determine whether any given device will support future major Android updates or not. Note that those smartphones listed as Likely to get Android 10 are the ones
currently running Android Pie 9.0 out of the box, while those listed as Might get an Android 10 are those released with Android 8.0/8.1 Oreo and might/might not get an Android 10. Vivo Android 10-based Funtouch OS 10 (iQOO UI) Beta Program Updates Vivo iQOO U1x Vivo iQOO U1x is the latest addition to the iQOO range under a Snapdragon 662 chipset on board, along with 4/6GB RAM and
64/128GB internal storage. The device has a 6.51 LCD panel with an 8MP selfie and a 13+2+2MP rear camera. De Brings on board a huge 5000 mAh battery and runs on Android 10-based iQOO UI. Vivo Y20 Vivo added Vivo Y20 on August 26 in India. The device is paired with a Snapdragon 460 SoC, a 6.51 HD display, 64GB ROM and a 13+2+2MP rear camera and an 8MP 8MP front camera The device
has a 5,000 mAh battery under the hood. Runs on the latest FunTouchOS 10.5 based on Android 10. Vivo Y20i Vivo Y20i is vivo's latest offering from its range of budget smartphones. The device has a consistent 6.51 screen with Snapdragon 460 under the hood. The phone has a 13+2+2MP rear camera and an 8MP front camera and is powered by a large 5,000 mAh battery. It is almost similar to vivo Y20
storage and color options. The phone is running on the latest Android 10-based FunTouchOS 10.5. Vivo Z5 Vivo has started recruiting users for beta testing of the Funtouch 10 android 10 operating system between May 21-26. wth beta update scheduled to start arriving on May 28 and has been received. Vivo has kept 5,000 slots for beta testers. You can check the software version with the number V6.8.11
for Vivo Z5 which will update your phone to Android 10 based on Funtouch OS 10. Update of June 29: After the beta recruitment program for which Vivo Z5 users signed up for about 5,000 slots, Vivo finally released the stable Android 10-based FuntouchOS 10 for Z5 users in China. Check out for the software update that carries PD1921_A_6.8.15 or version 6.8.20, which should get the latest Android 10
stable update working on your phone. This is a step-by-step rollout, so it will take some time before it reaches the device via OTA. [Source] Vivo Z5X Originally scheduled to receive Android 10-based Funtouch OS 10 beta on May 28 for over 5,000 beta testers enrolling last year, Vivo dropped the update the day earlier on May 27. Beta testers who have signed up for beta recruitment for Vivo Z5X can
download the software version number PD1911_A_1.10.9 (Android 10-based Funtouch OS 10) with a size of 3.75GB. Note that this is a beta update and could be buggy. Update of June 29: Like Vivo Z5, Vivo Z5x was in a beta recruitment program with a total of 5,000 slots available. After going through FuntouchOS 10 beta, the stable Android 10-based FuntouchOS 10 is finally rolling for Z5x users. Check
out for the software number PD1911C_A_1.11.2 that brings the April 2020 security patches on board. Again, it is clear that the update has arrived in China and will shortly be available something else, albeit in a step-by-step rollout. [Source] Vivo Z3x Update from June 24: Like Vivo S5, Vivo Z3x started receiving FuntouchOS 10 beta based on Android 10. The update arrived with version number V8.8.7
weighing to 3.34GB. It is available as a beta in China and will launch completely in some time. Vivo Z5i Like Vivo Z5, Z5X, S1 Pro, Vivo Z5i have also started recruiting beta for Android 10 funtouch OS 10 between May 21-26, beta update starting May 28, where 5,000 Vivo Z5i will get their hands on the update. Looks like Vivo has released V6.10.1 for Vivo Z5i which will take your phone to Android 10-based
Funtouch OS 10 so download it if you registered for the beta update. Vivo S1 Pro Originally scheduled at At the end of June, Vivo surprised Vivo S1 Pro users by launching the beta version of Funtouch 10 Operating System from The Android 10 framework as a beta update. Note that it is still buggy, which is a point because a stable version is still expected. Also, the update is currently limited to the Chinese
market as of May 27 below the number of version 6.10.0 weighing to a whopping 3.68GB. We keep a tab on vivo S1 Pro Android 10 upgrade, so keep a tab here to learn more. Update of June 29: Vivo S1 Pro has finally received a stable FuntouchOS 10 based on Android 10 after almost a month in a beta phase. Unlike before, this is a massive launch throughout China with the software version number
PD1832_E_6.12.2. The update will soon reach the global in a phased manner just like any other updates. [Source] Update of July 9: Now users in India have started to intercept Operating System 10 funtouch 10 on Vivo S1 Pro. It is part of the grayscale test and thus would take a few more days to weeks before reaching the masses. Update of August 16: According to Vivo India's tweet, Android Model 10
FuntouchOS 10 on S1 Pro is currently in a grayscale testing phase and thus, the stable update should arrive soon, although no ETA is available at this time. [Source] Update of September 4: After many tunes, Vivo in the finally spooling Android 10-based FunTouchOS 10 for Vivo S1 Pro. This was confirmed by Vivo India Twitter, where he said the update was released. The update carries version number
rev 6.8.34 and weighs to 3.84 GB in India available via OTA. You must get the update as soon as it is released in batches that could often take days at your unit. [Source] Update of November 17: Asked when will receive Vivo S1 Pro its upgrade part Android 11, a representative from Vivo Romania said that the current Android version is stable on S1 Pro and thus, there are no plans to update it to Android
11. VIvo will ensure that the FuntouchOS update is kept on the S1 Pro. [Source] Vivo X30 Pro After the update has been postponed due to lack of support for Samsung Drivers, Vivo has finally released the Beta Model Android 10 Funtouch OS 10 to Vivo X30 Pro in China. Note that the update will not be available outside China from now on. The update came on May 18, where some Vivo X30 Pro users
received the software version number PD1938B_A_1.17.5 weighing approximately 3.59GB. Also, the beta update is only available to 400 users who have registered for the beta program, so you will have to wait for the stable update. Update of July 28: Although Vivo was not prompt with Android 10, it is running it at its as we speak. Vivo X30 Pro intercepted Android 10-based FuntouchOS 10 on X30 Pro
devices in China. This comes from a Weibo post that provides details about the new update wearing version rev. 6.15.0 which imports all the features of the two updates. However, it is not yet known if it is a beta version or a stable update. [Source] Vivo iQOO Vivo iQOO not running Vivo in-house custom UI Funtouch OS, but rather runs on iQOO Monster UI, which is adapted to run on these gaming
machines. Vivo or iQOO did not reveal the exact date, but mentionthat its developers work day by day to optimize Android 10 with iQOO UI. Based on the latest update on June 7, Vivo iQOO began receiving 10 iQOO Ui in batches from China. Note that it would take some time for it to intercept on your phone as an OTA update. According to users, Vivo iQOO receives the software version with the number
PD1824_A_7.1.6 weighing 3.89 GB. Stay here to find out any other updates. iQOO Neo According to the latest update available w.r.t iQOO Neo, it is scheduled to get Android 10. Since the phone runs on iQOO UI and not on Vivo's Funtouch Operating System, it takes time to modify it and since we are in the middle of a major pandemic, work has been postponed. But hey, developers have been working
day and night to produce Android 10 based on iQOO UI. Based on what we know so far, it is estimated that iQOO Neo will get Android 10 iQOO UI in mid-June, which is a few weeks away today. Stay put on this section to know any additional updates. iQOO Pro Like the other iQOO smartphones listed above, iQOO Pro falls into the same category. Developers at iQOO are working non-stop to bake Android
10 with iQOO UI and as per company, users will receive their beta updates as early as mid-June, although the Chinese company has not specified a date since the time of writing this. iQOO Neo 855 iQOO Neo 855 does not run on the Funtouch operating system from Vivo, even if it is a phone under the brand iQOO from Vivo. It runs on iQOO UI and Android 10-based iQOO UI is still expected. According to
the latest update that we could find, iQOO Neo 855 is scheduled to receive probably the first Android beta 10 based on iQOO UI in mid-June, which is a few weeks away from now. We'll keep you up to date with both iQOO UI (based on Android 10) and iQOO Neo 855 in this section. Vivo Z1 Pro According to the latest update on June 7, Vivo Z1 Pro from India began receiving In Lots Funtouch OS 10 based
on Android 10. This also means the update would take time to reach your device. Based on the general program, Vivo Z1 Pro is expected to receive its upgrade part Of Funtouch OS 10 based on Android 10 in the last week of June (in China). We will update if there is any progress in the story. Update of June 12: Vivo India has started the release of the Android 10 FuntouchOS 10 update for Z1 Pro users in
India, with version number rev6.9.11 weighing 3.1GB. It's like the official tweet, in a test mode and it will launch stable version in some time. [Source] Update of July 10: Reports of users in India getting Android 10-based Funtouch OS 10 started pouring in with users who take to Twitter sharing screenshots for their updates. Check out for the 6.10.1 software version weighing to 3.16GB that users can check
on their [Source] Update of July 13: Users reported problems with the current Upgrade FuntouchOS 10, would be the lower fast charging technology. Vivo is yet to recognize these bugs. Once it does, a patch will be released soon. [Source] Update from July 16: Even though Vivo pushed Android 10-based FuntouchOS 10 on Vivo Z1 Pro, many users took it on Twitter and forums discussing that they have
not yet received the update. It seems that the update was sent but after reporting several problems with the same thing, Vivo India released the software update. There is no ETA associated with when to expect re-release of Android 10, so you will have to wait for a certain amount of time. [Source] Update of July 28: More than a week after it was retired, Vivo sends the updated version of Android 10
FuntouchOS 10 with the software version number rev. 6.10.2. It is released for those users who are currently updated to rev. 6.10.1, which was earlier pulled back. This was confirmed by Vivo India Twitter in a response to a user who asked about the bug-free update on the Z1 Pro. [Source] Update of August 14: After the episode released, retired and relaunched around Android 10 funtouchOS 10 on Vivo
Z1 Pro, the update is still in the testing phase in grayscale. This was confirmed by Vivo India on Twitter, in a reply to a user. Based on the tweet, Z1 Pro users will have to wait longer to intercept the update. You failed to provide an ETA and instead resorted to saying that the update will arrive with a notification on the user's device. Update of August 18: Asked if you can expect Android 10 based on
FuntouchOS 10 on Vivo Z1 Pro, Vivo India wrote on Twitter that the update has already been released, but is in a testing phase in grayscale. This means that the stable update is expected to arrive soon, although there is no ETA available for it. [Source] Update of September 4: The Chinese OEM has released another Android 10 upgrade on Vivo Z1 Pro with the number 6.10.5 that plays at 144.72 MB in
addition to the 3.1GB Android 10 that Z1 Pro users received earlier. The update is meant to fix the problems in the outages on Vivo Z1 Pro that were present on android 10 previously based on FuntouchOS 10. [Source] Update of September 18: Vivo has put on its Android site 10-based Funtouch OS 10 for Vivo Z1 Pro. It is available as an OTA package bearing the number of software version
PD1911F_EX_A_6.10.3 in India. Tap here to download and blink it manually on your device. Update of November 17: Vivo India Twitter handle responded to a user's query about vivo Z1 Pro receiving Android 11. The reply states that Chinese has no plans to upgrade the Vivo Z1 Pro model with Android 11. It mentioned that the current Android version is stable on the Z1 Pro and that they will continue
updating the FuntouchOS version, which is for those who know, a common response when a smartphone does not receive the next major major Update. [Source] Vivo Z1x Like Vivo S1, Vivo Z1x is scheduled to upgrade 10 years after Android 10, funtouch OS 10 in the first week of June. Stay on this section if you have Vivo Z1x and we will update you once Vivo launches the update or progresses in the
story. Update of June 12: There has been a lot of speculation that Vivo Z1x will have the Android 10 FuntouchOS 10 update in the last week of June. It appears that the update is already available in the second week of June bearing version number v6.8.15 weighing to 3.32GB. Users will be able to use all the features that both Android 10 and the custom FuntouchOS interface will bring to the board. But it's
still in test mode and that was later confirmed in a tweet by Vivo India. But gear up like the Z1x will get the update shortly. Thanks for getting to us. We really understand your concern, we launched Android 10 for Vivo Z1x &amp; it's in test mode. Please wait for sometime, you will automatically receive the notification in your phone for soon. — Vivo India (@Vivo_India) June 11, 2020 Update of July 13: After
receiving its upgrade share FuntouchOS 10 based on Android 10 on Vivo Z1X reported problems related to battery leakage, as well as unstable animations, problems with RAM management and more. Vivo has not yet confirmed that these bugs exist, so we will have to wait a few days for a possible fix. [Source] Update from July 31: Looks like Vivo runs Android 10 on FuntouchOS 10 on Vivo Z1X on a
larger scale. This was confirmed by a user who posted a screenshot of the update. It's a 6.8.30 update version through OTA weighing to 3.33GB. Users are advised to wait some time to get it. [Source] Vivo S1 According to the latest update, Funtouch OS 10 from The Android 10 Framework will reach Vivo S1 users in the first week of June, although there is no exact date available at this time. We'll keep you
updated once there's progress in the story. Update from July 15: After waiting a long time to hear various reports about programs and beta updates, Vivo S1 users can now relax, while the upgrade Android 10 funtouchOS 10 is in the testing phase in grayscale. It was recently confirmed by the Twitter official of vivo India. This means that the update has already been implemented, but to a limited number of
users. This also means that users can expect an Android 10 update on Vivo S1 shortly. See this space for additional updates. [Source] Update of June 29: After going through the Android 10 beta program, Vivo S1 will finally remove funtouchOS 10 based on Android 10 for its users in China. Software version number v6.9.17 weighing to 3.45GB reaches via OTA pretty soon, the stable version will arrive as
well. [Source] Update of August 18: Vivo S1 is still in the grayscale testing phase for Android 10 based on FuntouchOS 10. This was confirmed by a tweet by Vivo India. It also adds that the stable update should arrive soon. [Source] Update of September 23: Vivo S1 is now an Android 10 upgrade in India with version number 6.12.2 weighing to 3.37GB. The update has been seen by various users, although
Vivo has not yet officially confirmed the update. [Source] Vivo V15 Based on the latest update I've given since last week, Vivo V15 is scheduled to upgrade to Android 10 based on Funtouch OS 10 in the first week of July. Vivo gradually launches updates, so some lags may be registered even if you use Vivo V15. Update of August 8: Based on the latest update, FuntouchOS 10 based on Android 10 is in the
grayscale testing phase for Vivo V15. It seems that Vivo has entered Facebook where it has responded to several users as Android Q (10) is testing for Vivo V15 in grayscale. Although it is not confirmed whether some users have started receiving the update or when the stable version will arrive, you will have to wait to learn more about it. The post has since been eliminated. Update of August 19: A user
spoke to Vivo support via chat asking if smartphones receive Android 10 as part of its grayscale tests. The representative confirmed that Vivo V15 is in the grayscale testing phase now, which means we can expect an update soon enough. [Source] Vivo V15 Pro Like Vivo V15, the story for Vivo V15 Pro is the same. The phone is expected to get its major operating system update for Android 10-based
Funtouch OS 10 in the first week of July, although there is no specific date available at this time. We'll keep you updated once any progress arrives. Update of June 10: Vivo V15 Pro has finally started to intercept Android 10 under the grayscale test. This means that some vivo V15 Pro users will start getting FuntouchOS 10 based on Android 10 in a limited role, while a wider release is expected to start soon,
but you will have to wait some time to get it. [Source] Update of July 10: Released as part of grayscale tests, Vivo has finally released the stable version of FuntouchOS 10 users in Android 10 for Vivo V15 Pro users in India. The update is live for all users in India who carry software version number 6.19.3 weighing to 3.56GB. Several users have already intercepted the update citing its mass launch in the
country. You can check whether or not you received the update by diving into Settings &gt;&gt; System Update &gt;&gt; Check for new updates, or you'll receive an OTA update once it's available to you. [Source] Update of August 18: Looks like Android 10-based FuntouchOS 10 is already released on Vivo V15 Pro. However, it is in a grayscale testing phase and a stable update around is expected to arrive
soon, but no no ETA available at this time. [Source] Vivo V17 At the moment, Vivo V17 is already running on Android 10-based Funtouch OS 10 which made its way earlier this month as the software version with the number V6.10.4 to 3.28GB that is available for download. Note that it will reach the phone if it is not already as the update is released in phases. Vivo V17 Pro Vivo V17 Pro is already on
Android 10-based Funtouch OS 10. If you haven't received the update yet, it should arrive as the update is gradually released in stages. [Source] Vivo V19 Pro Update of June 24: Vivo support team has previously stated that it has started to push android 10 based on funtouchOS 10 update to Vivo V19 Pro devices and even intercepted on several phones. Quickly before the most recent update, Vivo India
wrote on Twitter that the company is putting out an Android 10 update to its Vivo V19 Pro smartphones, under a grayscale test. This means that the launch will be carried out in a limited number, followed initially by a wider launch in the near future. Vivo V11 According to the latest update, Vivo V11 has started receiving Android 9-based Funtouch OS 10 in China for Vivo X21s, which is its Chinese nickname
in China. A recent update available on the Vivo V11 model that will have Android 10 based on Funtouch OS 10 specifies that the major update is probably scheduled in August. The team did not provide any official date on it, although it would arrive around the same time Android 10 was officially released last year as per what we could say. See this space for additional updates when available. Update of
September 29: Reports appear to have started to flow stating that Vivo is now running Android 10-based Funtouch OS 10 upgrade bearing the number 8.8.2 with a size of 3.26GB. The updates come from Twitter, where people tweeted about updating their Vivo V11 phones. [Source] Vivo V11 Pro Based on an update from June 7, we know that Vivo has started implementing the Funtouch 10 Operating
System from Android 9 for Vivo V11/ V11 Pro/ X21s in China. Vivo X21s is the Chinese for Vivo V11 Pro in India. Next, Vivo V11 Pro is to arrive on Android 10 based on Funtouch OS 10 only in August, without any provisional or official date associated with it at the time of registration. You can stay on this section if you have Vivo V11 Pro and wait for the update to arrive so we will post about the progress
here. Update of July 17: After months of yes and no, Vivo V11 Pro is finally confirmed to receive Android 10 based on FuntouchOS 10. This has been confirmed in recent times by vivo, where he mentioned that Vivo V11 Pro will enter the grayscale testing phase in India and will be followed by a wider release if all goes well. According to the estimated timeline, the grayscale test could start in late August or
early September, and beta testers will be able to use it once it arrives. [Source] Update of August 12: Previously reported to get Android 10-based FuntouchOS 10 update in August or September in India, Vivo V11 Pro, which is also known as Vivo X21s in China or Vivo V11 global market, is now getting the update, although there is a catch. This was confirmed by a Twitter user that Android 10 for Vivo V11
Pro in India is in the grayscale testing phase, which means it is released but in limited capacity. The update carries the number 8.7.11 and weighs at 3.29GB. This also suggests that The V11 Pro will get Android 11 on a larger scale soon, although there is no OTA available as of now. [Source] Update from August 18: Based on the latest update, Vivo V11 Pro runs on Android 10 based on FuntouchOS 10 in
a grayscale testing phase. This means that the stable and wider update is expected soon, although there is no ETA available around it. [Source] Vivo V9 Update of July 21: I good news for Vivo V9 users. After waiting a long time, vivo V9 can finally accept that Android 10 is approaching. This was confirmed by a user who spoke to a member of the Vivo support team, where the latter confirmed that the
R&amp;D team is working on the update, and V9 users can expect this soon. [Source] Update from August 1: The device is getting another update aka July 2020 security patch based on Android 9.0 Pie. Although this is not what users have been waiting for, it is a relief because it ensures that the development team is working on keeping the phone up to date. The latest update carries rev version number
6.13.1 and is available through OTA. Update of September 25: Asked when he will receive android 10 update on Vivo V9, vivo Romania wrote on Twitter that the phone will not receive Vivo V9, so recently confirmed an official source. [Source] Vivo S5 Vivo S5 has already received Android 10-based Funtouch OS 10 at about 4GB of size. The update must have reached all Vivo S5 users for now. You can
check settings &gt;&gt; software updates for more information. Update of June 24: The wait is over, with Vivo S5 users finally re-upgrading the upgrade on a larger scale, as FuntouchOS 10 is now available on Vivo S5. Check out for updates with version number V6.10.2 weighing to 3.8GB in China. [Source] Vivo NEX Dual Display Like Vivo S5 and Vivo NEX, VIvo NEX Dual Display also received Android
10-based Funtouch OS 10, which is a software version number 6.8.12 to 3.45GB of available size for download from Settings &gt;&gt; Software Updates. Vivo Z23 It's been 10 months since Android 10 launched last year and is still running for eligible devices. Vivo is working hard to launch Android 10 with Funtouch OS 10 flavor on eligible devices, and this time, Vivo Z23 seems to receive the update for
Android 10. The software version PD1813D_A_6.12.23 weighs at 3.91GB in size hitting a handful of Vivo Z23 devices with a wider stable deployment expected to be at the end of June. Vivo Z3 Like Vivo Z23, the Vivo Z3 model started receiving android 10 Funtouch OS 10 as a beta update on a limited drive. The stable version is expected to be released at the end of June, according to an Android 10
roadmap released by Vivo. a look over this space to learn more about progress on Vivo Z3. Vivo X23 According to the largest update from Vivo, the Vivo X23 has started to receive a Funtouch OS 10 upgrade based on Android 10 in beta form for a limited number of devices. Just like Vivo Z3. Vivo X23 is expected to get the stable version sometime end of June, although the exact date is not available now.
Vivo Z3i Update from July 1st: We are talking about The Standard Edition on Vivo Z3i, the phone has started to receive ColorOS 7 updates according to the latest news. Note that this update is based on Android 9.0 Pie instead of Android 10, so you can still use Pie with the new custom ui aka ColorOS 10. The update arrives with version number v7.8.0 weighing to 3.38GB and will be available in China,
followed by users in other markets. This also means that the phone is still in towing to get the second major upgrade to Android 10 for which users will have to wait. Vivo Y17 Update of July 13: After a long wait, what appears is that Vivo Y17 is finally intercepted with Android 10 upgrade starting in Indonesia starting now. The update weighs to 2.15GB with software number version 1.62.0. However, it is not
yet known whether it is a stable deployment or a beta update. One Twitter user also posted a screenshot of his conversation with vivo support team, according to which Vivo Y17 is likely to get Android 10 stable without any grayscale test. [Source] Vivo V5 Update from July 22: Vivo Z5 finally has Android 10 FuntouchOS 10 upgrade in Algeria. The software version number is 6.8.26 and weighs around
3.83GB and is running as OTA for Algeria users. You can wait for the update to arrive at any time, but keep in mind that it may take a few days or weeks to get to your device. Vivo V9 Youth Update from July 31: Looks like the Vivo V9 Youth is going up to Android 9.0. This means you won't be getting Android 10-based FuntouchOS 10 citing the stability and compatibility of system issues. This was
confirmed by a Vivo representative on Twitter in response to a user who asked when to expect Android 10 on V9 Youth. This puts an end to any hopes you may have about upgrading to Android 10. [Source] Vivo Y15 Update of September 26: Apparently, when a user asked when to expect Android 10 on Vivo Y15, Vivo Support said that the device has a stable update from now on when there are no plans
to upgrade the device to Android 10. This puts a bullet into the expectations of Y15 users who have been waiting for Android 10 updates. The support noted that they will keep on updating Funtouch OS for a better experience. [Source] Released in 2019 Status of Vivo Y12 Model Likely will get Android 10 Vivo Z5x Likely to receive Android 10 Vivo S1 Pro Likely to get Android 10 Vivo X27 Pro Likely to get
Android 10 Vivo S1 likely to get Android 10 Vivo iQOO Likely to get Android 10 Vivo V15 Pro Likely to get Android 10 Vivo likely to get Android 10 Vivo Z3x likely to get Android 10 Vivo X27 Pro likely to get Android 10 Vivo X27 128GB Likely to get Android 10 Vivo Y91i MT6762 Likely to get Android 10 Vivo V15 likely to get Android 10 Vivo Y17 likely to get Android 10 Vivo Y5 likely to get Android 10 Vivo
Y93 Lite likely to get Android 10 Vivo Y91C likely to get Android 10 Vivo U1 likely to get Android 10 Released in the year Status of Vivo Y93 India Could Get an Android 10 Vivo NEX Dual Display Likely to Get Android 10 Vivo Y93s Could Get an Android 10 Vivo Y89 Could Get an Android 10 Vivo Y91i Ar could get an Android 10 Vivo Y91 Could get an Android 10 Vivo X23 Symphony Edition Could get an
Android 10 Vivo Y95 Could get an Android 10 Vivo Z1 Youth Edition Could get an Android 10 Vivo X21s Could Get an Android 10 Vivo Y93 You might get an Android 10 Vivo Y73 Could get an Android 10 Vivo Y81i Could get an Android 10 Vivo Z3 V1813BA get an Android 10 Vivo Z3 Could get an Android 10 Vivo Z3i Could get an Android 10 Vivo V11 SD660 I might get an Android 10 Vivo V9 Pro Could
get an Android 10 Vivo Y97 get an Android 10 Vivo V11 Could get an Android 10 Vivo V11i Could get an Android 10 Vivo X23 Could get an Android 10 Vivo Y83 Pro Could get an Android 10 Vivo V11 Pro Could get an Android 10 Vivo Y81s I could get an Android 10 Vivo Z10 I won't get other vivo V9 6GB updates I might take an Android 10 Vivo Z1i I might get an Android 10 Vivo Y81 Could get an Android
10 Vivo Z1 Could get an Android 10 Vivo Y83 Could get an Android 10 Vivo X21i Could get an Android 10 Vivo Y75s I won't get other Vivo Y53i updates I might get an Android 10 Vivo V9 Youth Won't get Android 10 Vivo Y71 Could get an Android 10 Vivo Y85 MT6762 Could get an Android 10 Vivo Y8 5 Might get an Android 10 Vivo X21 UD Could get an Android 10 Vivo X21 Could get an Android 10 Vivo
V9 Could get an Android 10 Vivo X20 Plus UD Won't get more Vivo Y71i updates It could get an Android 10 List of Vivo smartphones that won't get Android 10 This is a special list of Vivo smartphones that won't get Android 10 definitely so they were released before 2018. Note that there may be a mismatch in some smartphones listed below, but we will also update them when we receive an official list from
the Chinese manufacturer Vivo. Launched in 2017 Vivo Y75 Vivo Y66i Vivo Y65 Vivo Y79 Vivo X20 Plus Vivo X20 Vivo V7Plus Vivo V7 Vivo Y69 Vivo X9s Plus Vivo X9s Vivo V5s Vivo X9i Vivo Y25 4G Vivo Y55s Vivo Y53 Vivo V5Plus Vivo V5 Lite Vivo Y66 MT6750 Released in 2016 Vivo Y66 Vivo Xplay6 Vivo X9Plus Vivo X9 Vivo V5 Vivo Y55 Vivo Y55L Vivo Y21L Vivo X7 Plus Vivo X7 Vivo V3Max Vivo
V3 X6S Plus Vivo X6S Vivo Y31L Vivo Xplay5 Ultimate Vivo Xplay5 Vivo Y31A Released in 2015 Vivo Y21 Vivo X6Plus A Vivo X6Plus L Vivo X6A Vivo X6L Vivo Y51A Vivo Y51 Vivo Y51L Vivo X6Plus Vivo X6Plus Vivo X31 Vivo Y 27L Vivo V1 Max Vivo Y37A Vivo Y37 Vivo Y15s Vivo V1 Vivo Y35A Vivo Y35 Vivo X5Pro Telecom Edition Vivo Y33 Vivo X5Max Platinum Edition Vivo X5Max V Vivo X5Max
X5Max F Vivo X5Max+ Vivo Y29L Released in 2014 Vivo X5Max Vivo Y23L Vivo Vivo Xplay Vivo Y19t Vivo X1S What to do if your phone is not eligible for Android 10? If you have gone through this extensive list of Vivo devices compatible with Android 10, it is very clear that although a good portion of smartphones are eligible and will receive the update by the end of 2020, there is a larger list that dictates
smartphones that are not eligible for the update. If your phone is one of them, you can actually leave it so or try to upgrade to a newer device using the redemption program or take part in a replacement program or even simply switch the device if you bought it from a mobile operator or however it works that would allow you to upgrade to Android 10 with a newer phone in hand but there's more. If you want to
stick to the current phone and there could be a multitude of reasons why, you can actually try charging a custom ROM, it would be LineageOS or RessurrectOS, which will satisfy the need to have a user interface and different functionality, features, and more, without actually getting an Android update, which is nowhere near because the phone is already off support. LineageOS is developing LineageOS 17,
which will rely on Android 10, which means you'll be able to update and try new features smoothly. Similarly, there are a number of custom ROMs available on the internet that you can download and install without other weight. Ado.
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